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Abstract
In this position paper we outline a research agenda for automatically capturing architectural deci-
sions from documents of the Enterprise Architecture (EA) domain (e.g. minutes of meetings), and to
develop formal methods to reason about extracted EA decisions and their underlying arguments.
1 Introduction
An Enterprise Architecture (EA) is used to model large enterprises in a holistic fashion by connecting
their IT infrastructure and applications to the business processes they support. In turn this links them
also to the products and services that are realized by those business processes [8, 15]. While a multitude
of EA modelling languages have been developed in the past decades [7, 12, 24], the design decisions
behind the resulting models are often left implicit. In the few frameworks that exist (c.f., [14, 34]), one
of the biggest, and often avoided, issues is the return of capturing effort: Architects often have no time
or incentive to explicitly document all of the decisions they make. This is a well-known problem in
related areas such as Software Architecture (SA) as well [11].
The need for Enterprise Architecture is emphasized by the Commission Wijffels [35], who conduct
a major study on how the willingness and stability of banks in the Netherlands can be improved. The
motivation for this study is that “banks have been insufficiently willing and stable in the last years.”
One of their main recommendation is for every bank to use an Enterprise Architecture (EA) as a central
component. Failing to document EA related decisions can cause design integrity issues when architects
want to maintain or change the current design. This means that due to a lacking insight of the rationale,
new designs are constructed in an adhoc manner, without taking into consideration constraints implied
by past design decisions [23]. Moreover the lessons learned in terms of anticipated and unanticipated
consequences of design decisions are lost [18]. The need to explicitly document architectural decisions
is further confirmed by a survey amongst software architects on recording design rationales [22]. In this
survey, a large majority of architects (85,1%) agree with the importance of architectural rationalization.
Figure 1: Venn diagram of the related research areas
In this paper, we set out a research agenda to develop the ARMED framework (ARgumentation
Mining and reasoning about Enterprise architecture Decisions). The framework is used to extract deci-
sions from documents (e.g. minutes of meetings) in the EA domain using Natural Language Processing
(NLP) techniques, and uses formal methods to reason about extracted enterprise architecture decisions
and their underlying arguments. The ARMED framework lies at the intersection of three lines of re-
search, namely enterprise architecture, formal reasoning, and argumentation mining (see Figure 1).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give a cursory overview of relevant
literature, discussing the three lines of research of Figure 1, in Section 3 we propose how to develop
the ARMED framework by formulating our objectives, and in Section 4 we describe our methods and
approach for each of the research objectives.
2 Literature Survey
We describe the state of the art in enterprise architecture, focussing on decision rationalisation, reason-
ing, focussing on argumentation and BDI theory, and argumentation mining.
2.1 Enterprise Architecture: Decision Rationalisation
Several EA modeling language have been developed over the past decades, of which we highlight three.
In the ArchiMate project [12], the ArchiMate language for the representation of enterprise architectures
was developed. ArchiMate is an open and independent modeling language to support the description,
analysis and visualization of architecture (although such visualizations are not necessarily made with the
involvement of their intended users [25]) within and across business domains in an unambiguous way,
although the degree to which only a language itself can contribute to decreasing ambiguity between
stakeholders has been investigated and questioned [26, 27]. The Unified Profile for DoDAF/MODAF
(UPDM) [7] is another visual modeling standard that supports the development of architectures that
comply with the USA Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) and the UK Min-
istry of Defence Architecture Framework (MODAF). On a higher level, the Open Group standard TO-
GAF [24] was developed as a de facto global standard for Enterprise Architecture. The Open Group
Architecture Forum, comprised of more than 200 enterprises, develops and maintains the TOGAF stan-
dard and publishes successive versions at regular intervals.
In the ArchiMate project, initial research into the capturing of architectural design decisions was
conducted. Such work is needed to figure out what conceptual distinctions are important to accommo-
date in a language [28]. Following this preliminary work, we recently formalized an existing framework
for EA decision making using graph and set theory, together with a number of integrity constraints that
can be used as consistency checks on the formal framework [34]. In a similar attempt for decision ra-
tionalisation in enterprise architecture, we apply the ASPIC+ framework for structured argumentation
to the Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL) [33, 30]. One of the biggest unresolved issues in
each of the above mentioned frameworks is the return of capturing effort issue: Architects often have
no time or incentive to explicitly document all of the decisions they make.
2.2 Reasoning
One of the outcomes of a recent survey that we conducted among a group of 35 enterprise architects is
that quantitative data is desirable in decision making, but that this is not always available [29]. In fact,
documents from the EA domain are more likely to use qualitative notions than quantitative ones. As
a result, the large body of literature on decision theory based on probability distributions and utilities
functions is not directly applicable. Therefore, the ARMED framework is based on a qualitative decision
theory by combining a BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) theory with formal argumentation, in order to
represent decisions and their underlying arguments. We discuss these two areas in turn.
BDI Theory The logical framework of ARMED uses planning theories of beliefs, desires, and in-
tentions, which have been developed specifically for partial plans of resource-bounded agents. This is
motivated by one of the main findings of our survey, namely that plans that are being developed in EA
decision making are usually partial and subject to change. We base our work on a recent proposal by
Yoav Shoham [19], who proposes to change the focus on intentions from its historical philosophical per-
spective to a computer science database perspective of revising plans in the context of beliefs. Shoham’s
framework is largely informal, but it has been formalized in a temporal logic by Icard et al. [9]. We have
recently extended this work by linking revision of intentions to a semantical model [32, 31]. Shoham
uses this logical framework as the basis of a start-up company called TimeFul1, which develops a “smart
calendar” application for smartphones. The app stores the users’ decisions about the future and is able
to reason about these decisions. Timeful has recently be acquired by Google for several million dollars,
which confirms the relevance of this line of research. Although Shoham’s framework is in principle
suitable to formalize EA decisions on an abstract level, it is not possible to reason about the underlying
arguments in this framework. As such, we propose to extend Shoham’s framework with formal argu-
mentation, such that it is possible to automatically translate EA decisions and their underlying arguments
into a logical form, amendable for automatic reasoning.
Formal Argumentation Argumentation plays an important role in the communication of human and
artificial agents and is a ubiquitous task in professional and everyday life. With the breakthrough of
formal logic in the 20th century, semantical and proof theoretical questions became dominating issues
in logic, especially following the influential paper of Dung [6] on argumentation semantics, providing a
standard calculus for determining acceptable, conflict free sets of arguments from information that may
be inconsistent. Argumentation has become an important area of study in artificial intelligence over the
last fifteen years, especially in subfields such as nonmonotonic reasoning, multiple-source information
systems, and modelling interactions between agents. Various aspects of decisions have been formal-
ized in argumentation systems. For instance, Amgoud and Prade [2] propose an abstract argumentation
framework for decision making based on decision principles that determine alternatives for decisions.
Jureta et al. [10] propose a method to guide the justification of goal modeling choices, and include a de-
tailed formal argumentation model that links to goal models. We recently proposed a similar framework
for the Goal-oriented Requirements Language [30]. However, none of the above approaches attempts
to parse argument from documents automatically using NLP techniques. The ARMED framework does
so using argumentation mining, which we discuss in the next subsection. The forthcoming Handbook
of Formal Argumentation 2 provides an overview of the field, ranging from abstract argumentation and
non-numerical argumentation to algorithms and applications. ARMED is positioned in the last chapter
“Natural language argumentation” of the last section (Natural language argumentation) of the handbook.
2.3 Argumentation Mining
The amount of data that is used in the decision making process in large enterprises is increasing rapidly.
Big data systems store vast amounts of data. For many organizations the value of these systems can be
summed up in one word: analytics. Big data systems allow organizations to analyse data in ways never
been possible before. At the recent Landelijke Architecture Congress3 (the Dutch natural architecture
conference), the main focus was on big data and how it can support architects in the decision making
process. As such, big data and text mining are currently one of the most important challenges in soci-
ety. The ARMED framework uses argumentation mining techniques to mine decisions and underlying
arguments from EA documents.
Argumentation mining is a relatively new area in corpus-based discourse analysis involving the
identification of argumentative structures within a document automatically, e.g., the premises, conclu-
sion, and argumentation scheme of each argument, as well as argument-subargument and argument-
counterargument relationships between different arguments that may occur in the document. Researchers
have developed methods for argumentation mining in many different areas, such as legal documents [5,
3], on-line debates, product reviews, and user comments on proposed regulations [16]. An older strand
of research (that uses the term ’argumentative structure’ in a somewhat different sense than we do) has
investigated the automatic classification of the sentences of a scientific article’s abstract or full text in
terms of their contribution of new knowledge to a field (e.g., [20]). Argumentation mining has ties to




mentation mining research [5] although corpora with annotations for argument sub-components have
recently become available (e.g., [16]).
3 Objectives
Our overall objective is to design a parser to extract data from documents of the EA domain (e.g. minutes
of meetings), and to develop formal methods to reason about extracted enterprise architecture decisions
and their underlying arguments. This breaks down into the following objectives:
1. Developing a logical system to formalize EA decisions and arguments by applying knowledge
representation techniques on a corpus of EA documents, and validating this framework through a
series of field studies.
2. Developing an argumentation system (for instance based on the ASPIC+ [17] framework) to rea-
son about the dynamics of decisions and their underlying arguments using a theory of intentions.
3. Developing mining patterns for arguments and decisions, and implementing these patterns into a
prototype able to parse the corpus of EA documents into a structured form.
The scope of the ARMED framework is the enterprise architecture decision making process as it
is documented in EA documents. An “EA document” is in principle any document that an enterprise
architect may use to make decisions. As such, they can be strategic documents, architectural documents,
start architecture, ArchiMate models, design documents, minutes of meetings, or even emails. However,
as a first step we focus on sentences in the minutes that are used in meetings. This includes for instance
sentences of the form: “The board decided to invest in advertisement, because there was enough budget
available.” or “The majority of members agreed on Lease-or-Buy Consultant motion to use Lease-or-
Buy Consultants.” Preliminary analysis on such sentences shows that minutes contain decisions in an
argumentative way (e.g., they give also reasons).
The motivation of the ARMED framework is that having the ability to reason about decisions and
their underlying arguments in terms of a logic-based framework: (1) enables consistency checks of
the underlying rationales, (2) enables a more precise capturing of design knowledge, and (3) enables
impact/what-if analysis when confronted with changes to the decisions or underlying arguments.
4 Methods and Approach
The success criterion of ARMED is successfully developing the proof of concept system in Figure 2,
where an arrow A→ B means that A serves as input to B.
Figure 2: ARMED success criterion
• Decisions Formalization: A logical system (syntax and semantics) is developed to represent sen-
tences in EA documents (objective 1).
• Decisions/argument patterns: A corpus of patterns for decisions and arguments are developed
based on the formalisation.
• Parsing Tool: A parsing tool is developed that is able to label pieces of text from the EA docu-
ments by implementing the corpus patterns (objective 3).
• Reasoning Framework: A reasoning framework is developed that can reason about the dynamics
of decisions and arguments (objective 2). The reasoning framework can perform conflict detection
(consistency checks) and what-if analysis (describing the effect of changing a decision or an
argument on the rest of the system).
Objective 1 We analyse a corpus of EA documents containing decisions and arguments that have
been put forward for these decisions. For this, we have received initial input from three industrial
partners from the Netherlands. These are large non-profit organisations, each consisting of over 2000
employees and six enterprise architects. As a starting point, we focus on analysing minutes of meetings
from the EA domain. We apply knowledge representation techniques on this corpus, meaning that we
characterize the sentences in the corpus, and then find a suitable formal (logical) language to model
these characteristics. Suppose for instance a minute of a meeting contains the following sentence: “The
board decided to invest in advertisement, because there was enough budget available”. The decision
“invest in advertisement” is based on the argument “there was enough budget available”. However, there
may be counter-arguments against this argument, or additional support in terms of evidence or previous
decisions. We see the language that Amgoud et al. [1] developed recently as a useful starting point.
Starting from a requirement by the NLP community to mine arguments as reasons about claims, they
develop a logic for reasoning about reasons and claims. For instance, the above sentence is formalized
as follows:
R(enough budget) : C(invest in advertisement).
Both premise and conclusion can be negated, so it is for instance possible to have reasons for not
claiming something, or not having a reason to claim something.
Objective 2 We recently conducted a survey among a group of 35 EA practitioners [29]. Two of
the main findings are that EA decision making is a group process, and that due to the uncertainty of the
domain, the plans that are being developed in EA are usually partial and subject to change. Therefore, we
use the logic of intention from a database perspective by Shoham [19], and our recent extensions [32, 31]
as our starting point. In order to develop a system for reasoning about conflicting intentions using formal
argumentation, we see the ASPIC+ system [17] for structured argumentation as a promising candidate,
because it has been developed by abstracting away from a logical theory. Therefore, we aim to instantiate
the ASPIC+ system with the logic for intentions and we use the argumentation structure to characterize
conflict resolution for intentions.
Objective 3 We implement a concrete pipeline from EA documents to a logical framework, which
could be extended and used in commercial systems in the future to translate EA documents into a
more structured, logical format. The TULE dependency parser will be used and extended in order
to automatically build from text the logical formulae given in input to the ASPIC+ framework. The
TULE dependency parser [13] is one of the open-source parsers with the best attested performances
for Italian [4]. For English, performances are quite close to those of the Stanford parser, one of the
most popular open source parsers. The great advantages of TULE is that it is rule-based, contrary to
most other available parsers for Italian and English, such as the Stanford parser, that are statistical. A
statistical parser needs an initial corpus of annotated trees on which it is possible to train the statistical
model that the parser will use to annotate new text. Moreover, it is often the case that the statistical
model, once trained on a bigger corpus, is able to properly parse new linguistic constructions but, at the
same time, is no longer able to properly parse linguistic constructions that were previously handled. As
a result, the performances of these parsers tend to oscillate around a certain maximum value of accuracy
(usually, 90% of accuracy).
We extend the TULE parser with specific rules for dealing with minutes, thus enhancing the per-
formance much beyond those provided by available statistical parsers. These parser are trained on
“generic” corpora while, in order to produce reliable results in the present project, they should be trained
on syntactically annotated corpora of minutes, which are currently unavailable. Furthermore, we design
and develop a semantic role labeller specific for the output of the parser TULE. Semantic role labelling
is needed to identify the decisions and the arguments in text, from which we will build the input for-
mulae given in input to the ASPIC+ framework. The solution that will be developed for the ARMED
framework is again a rule-based syntax-semantic interface that takes as input the output of the TULE
parser and builds the input formulae of the ASPIC+ framework. For instance, with respect to the sen-
tence “The board decided to invest in advertisement, arguing there was enough budget available”, the
TULE parser will identify “The board” as the syntactic subject of the main verb “decided”, “to invest in
advertisement” as its syntactic complement, and “arguing there was enough budget available” as one of
its adjuncts. Thus, the knowledge base of the syntax-semantic interface contains a rule associated to the
verb “decide” saying that the subjects of that verb correspond to a formula A0 and their complement to
a formula A1 that must given in input to the ASPIC+ framework. Furthermore, in case the verb includes
an adjunct headed by the verb “to argue”, that adjunct correspond to a formula A2 and the ASPIC+
framework is also fed with the logical dependency A2→ A0, specifying that A2 is an argument of the
decision A0. Again, we expect that a rule-based semantic role labeller specifically built for dealing with
minutes will have performances higher than statistical semantic role labeller available online.4
5 Conclusion
One of the biggest issues with decision capturing in Enterprise Architecture and related areas is the re-
turn of capturing effort. While almost everybody is convinced that it is useful and profitable to document
decisions, it is often not done. Architects see no direct benefit of documenting a decisions, and there
may be not time to do so either. In order to resolve this problem, we set out a research agenda to develop
the ARMED framework. The ARMED framework consists of a parser that takes as input documents
from the EA domains (e.g., minutes of meetings) and translates these into a logical form, focusing on
decisions and arguments for these decisions. In order to reason about these entities, we propose to use a
BDI logic to formalize EA decisions, and to extend it with argumentation to formalize underlying argu-
ments. In order to extract decisions and arguments from text we use argumentation mining techniques.
As such, the ARMED framework extends current knowledge on the crossroads of reasoning, logical
methods, argumentation mining, and enterprise architecture. At the same time, by extending an existing
parser, we expect that our research has practical uses as well.
In short, the ARMED framework is meant to lay the basis for a decision support system in Enterprise
Architecture, one that can perform consistency checks on decisions and arguments, enables a more pre-
cise capturing of design knowledge, and enables impact/what-if analysis when confronted with changes
to the decisions or underlying arguments.
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